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Abstract—VisIt is an open source, turnkey application for scientific data analysis and visualization that runs on a wide variety of platforms from desktops to petascale class supercomputers. VisIt’s core software infrastructure is written in C++, however Python plays a vital role in enabling custom workflows. Recent work has extended Python’s use in VisIt beyond scripting, enabling custom Python UIs and Python filters for low-level data manipulation. The ultimate goal of this work is to evolve Python into a true peer to our core C++ plugin infrastructure. This paper provides an overview of Python’s role in VisIt with a focus on use cases of scripted rendering, data analysis, and custom application development.
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Introduction
VisIt [VisIt05], like EnSight [EnSight09] and ParaView [ParaView05], is an application designed for post processing of mesh based scientific data. VisIt’s core infrastructure is written in C++ and it uses VTK [VTK96] for its underlying mesh data model. Its distributed-memory parallel architecture is tailored to process domain decomposed meshes created by simulations on large-scale HPC clusters.

Early in development, the VisIt team adopted Python as the foundation of VisIt’s primary scripting interface. The scripting interface is available from both a standard Python interpreter and a custom command line client. The interface provides access to all features available through VisIt’s GUI. It also includes support for macro recording of GUI actions to Python snippets and full control of windowless batch processing.

While Python has always played an important scripting role in VisIt, two recent development efforts have greatly expanded VisIt’s Python capabilities:

1) We now support custom UI development using Qt via PySide [PySide]. This allows users to embed VisIt’s visualization windows into their own Python applications. This provides a path to extend VisIt’s existing GUI and for rapid development of streamlined UIs for specific use cases.

2) We recently enhanced VisIt by embedding Python interpreters into our data flow network pipelines. This provides fine grained access, allowing users to write custom algorithms in Python that manipulate mesh data via VTK’s Python wrappers and leverage packages such as NumPy [NumPy] and SciPy [SciPy]. Current support includes the ability to create derived mesh quantities and execute data summarization operations.

This paper provides an overview of how VisIt leverages Python in its software architecture, outlines these two recent Python feature enhancements, and introduces several examples of use cases enabled by Python.

Python Integration Overview
VisIt employs a client-server architecture composed of several interacting software components:

- A viewer process coordinates the state of the system and provides the visualization windows used to display data.
- A set of client processes, including a Qt-based GUI and Python-based command line interface (CLI), are used to setup plots and direct visualization operations.
- A parallel compute engine executes the visualization pipelines. This component employs a data flow network design and uses MPI for communication in distributed-memory parallel environments.

Client and viewer processes are typically run on a desktop machine and connect to a parallel compute engine running remotely.
on a HPC cluster. For smaller data sets, a local serial or parallel compute engine is also commonly used.

Figure 1 outlines how Python is integrated into VisIt’s components. VisIt both extends and embeds Python. State control of the viewer is provided by a Python Client Interface, available as Python/C extension module. This interface is outlined in the Python Client Interface section, and extensions to support custom UIs written in Python are described in the Custom Python UIs section. Direct access to low-level mesh data structures is provided by a Python Filter Runtime, embedded in VisIt’s compute engine processes. This runtime is described in the Python Filter Runtime section.

Python Client Interface

VisIt clients interact with the viewer process to control the state of visualization windows and data processing pipelines. Internally the system uses a collection of state objects that rely on a publish/subscribe design pattern for communication among components. These state objects are wrapped by a Python/C extension module to expose a Python state control API. The function calls are typically imperative: Add a new plot, Find the maximum value of a scalar field, etc. The client API is documented extensively in the VisIt Python Interface Manual [VisItPyRef]. To introduce the API in this paper we provide a simple example script, Listing 1, that demonstrates VisIt’s five primary visualization building blocks:

- **Databases**: File readers and data sources.
- **Plots**: Data set renderers.
- **Operators**: Filters implementing data set transformations.
- **Expressions**: Framework enabling the creation of derived quantities from existing mesh fields.
- **Queries**: Data summarization operations.

Listing 1: Trace streamlines along the gradient of a scalar field.

```python
# Open an example file
OpenDatabase("noise.silo")
# Create a plot of the scalar field 'hardyglobal'
AddPlot("Pseudocolor","hardyglobal")
# Slice the volume to show only three external faces.
AddOperator("ThreeSlice")
tatts = ThreeSliceAttributes()
tatts.x = -10
tatts.y = -10
tatts.z = -10
SetOperatorOptions(tatts)
DrawPlots()
# Find the maximum value of the field 'hardyglobal'
Query("Max")
val = GetQueryOutputValue()
print "Max value of 'hardyglobal' = ", val
# Create a streamline plot that follows the gradient of 'hardyglobal'
DefineVectorExpression("g","gradient(hardyglobal)")
satts = StreamlineAttributes()
satts.sourceType = satts.SpecifiedBox
satts.sampleDensity0 = 7
satts.sampleDensity1 = 7
satts.sampleDensity2 = 7
satts.coloringMethod = satts.ColorBySeedPointID
SetPlotOptions(satts)
DrawPlots()
```

In this example, the Silo database reader is automatically selected to read meshes from the input file 'noise.silo'. A Pseudocolor plot is created to display the scalar field named 'hardyglobal'. The mesh is transformed by a ThreeSlice operator to limit the volume displayed by the Pseudocolor plot to three external faces. We use a query to obtain and print the maximum value of the 'hardyglobal' field. An expression is defined to extract the gradient of the 'hardyglobal' scalar field. Finally, this gradient vector is used as the input field for a second plot, which traces streamlines. Figure 2 shows the resulting visualization which includes both the Pseudocolor and Streamline plots.

Accessing the Python Client Interface

For convenience, you can access the client interface from a custom binary or a standalone Python interpreter.

VisIt provides a command line interface (CLI) binary that embeds a Python interpreter and automatically imports the client interface module. There are several ways to access this binary:

- From VisIt’s GUI, you can start a CLI instance from the "Launch CLI" entry in the "Options" menu.
- Invoking VisIt from the command line with the -cli option starts the CLI and launches a connected viewer process:
  ```
  >visit -cli
  ```
  For batch processing, the -nowin option launches the viewer in an offscreen mode and you can select a Python script file to run using the -s option:
  ```
  >visit -cli -nowin -s <script_file.py>
  ```

You can also import the interface into a standalone Python interpreter and use the module to launch and control a new instance of VisIt. Listing 2 provides example code for this use case. The core implementation of the VisIt module is a Python/C extension module, so normal caveats for binary compatibility with your Python interpreter apply.
The features of the VisIt interface are dependent on the version of VisIt selected, so the import process is broken into two steps. First, a small front end module is imported. This module allows you to select the options used to launch VisIt. Examples include: using -nowin mode for the viewer process, selecting a specific version of VisIt, -v 2.5.1, etc. After these options are set the Launch() method creates the appropriate Visit components. During the launch, the interfaces to the available state objects are enumerated and dynamically imported into the visit module.

Listing 2: Launch and control VisIt from a standalone Python interpreter.

```python
def __init__(self):
    super(IsosurfaceWindow, self).__init__()

    # Setup our example plot.
    OpenDatabase("noise.silo")
    AddPlot("Pseudocolor","hardyglobal")
    DrawPlots()

def __init_widgets(self):
    # Create Qt layouts and widgets.
    vlout = QBoxLayout(self)
    glout = QGridLayout() 
    self.title = QLabel("Iso Contour Sweep Example")
    self.title.setFont(QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True))
    self.sweep = QPushButton("Sweep")
    self.sweep.setFont(QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True))
    self.ubound = QLineEdit("99.0")
    self.ubound.setFont(QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True))
    self.lbound = QLineEdit("1.0")
    self.lbound.setFont(QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True))
    self.current = QLabel("Current % =")
    self.current.setFont(QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True))
    f = QFont("Arial", 20, bold=True)
    self.rwindow = pyside_support.GetRenderWindow(1)
    self.rwindow.setWindowTitle("Iso Contour Sweep Example")
    slout.addWidget(self.title)
    glout.addWidget(self.sweep,4,3)
    glout.addWidget(self.step,3,3)
    glout.addWidget(self.lbound,3,1)
    glout.addWidget(self.ubound,3,2)
    glout.addWidget(QLabel("Upper %"),2,2)
    glout.addWidget(QLabel("Lower %"),2,1)
    glout.addWidget(QLabel("Step %"),2,3)
    glout.addWidget(QLabel("Current %")
    drawPlots()
```
iatts.contourPercent = (perc)
SetOperatorOptions(iatts)
txt = "Current % = " + "%.2f" % perc
self.current.setText(txt)

def exe_sweep(self):
    # Sweep % value according to
    # the GUI inputs.
    lbv = float(self.lbound.text())
    ubv = float(self.ubound.text())
    stpv = float(self.step.text())
    v = lbv
    while v < ubv:
        self.update_isovalue(v)
        v+=stpv

    # Create and show our custom window.
main = IsosurfaceWindow()
main.show()

In this example, a VisIt render window is embedded in a Q widget
to provide a Pseudocolor view of an Isosurface of the scalar field 'hardyglobal'. We create a set of UI controls that allow the user
to select values that control a sweep animation across a range of Isovalues.
The sweep button initiates the animation. To run this example, the -pysideviewer flag is passed to VisIt at startup
to select a unified viewer and CLI process.

> visit -cli -pysideviewer

This example was written to work as standalone script to
illustrate the use of the PySide API for this paper. For most custom
applications, developers are better served by using QtDesigner for
UI design, in lieu of hand coding the layout of UI elements. Listing
4 provides a small example showing how to load a QtDesigner UI
file using PySide.

Listing 4: Loading a custom UI file created with Qt Designer.

from PySide.QtUiTools import *
# example slot
def on_my_button_click():
    print "myButton was clicked"

# Load a UI file created with QtDesigner
loader = QUiLoader()
uifile = QFile("custom_widget.ui")
uifile.open(QFile.ReadOnly)
main = loader.load(uifile)
# Use a string name to locate
# objects from Qt UI file.
button = main.findChild(QPushButton, "myButton")
# After loading the UI, we want to
# connect Qt slots to Python functions
button.clicked.connect(on_my_button_click)
main.show()

Advanced Custom Python UI Examples

To provide more context for VisIt’s Python UI interface, we now
discuss two applications that leverage this new infrastructure: the
Global Cloud Resolving Model (GCRM) [GCRM] Viewer and
Ultra Visualization - Climate Data Analysis Tools (UV-CDAT)
[UVCDAT].

VisIt users in the climate community involved with the global
cloud resolving model project (GCRM) mainly required a custom
NetCDF reader and a small subset of domain specific plots and
operations. Their goal for climate analysis was to quickly visualize
models generated from simulations, and perform specialized anal-
ysis on these modules. Figure 3 shows two customized skins for
the GCRM community developed in QtDesigner and loaded using

![Fig. 3: Climate Skins for the Global Cloud Resolving Model Viewer.](image1)

![Fig. 4: Example showing integration of VisIt’s components in UV-
CDAT.](image2)
PySide from VisIt’s Python UI client. The customized skins embed VisIt rendering windows and reuse several of VisIt’s GUI widgets. We also wrote several new analysis routines in Python for custom visualization and analysis tasks targeted for the climate community. This included providing Lat/Long grids with continental outlines and computing zonal means. Zonal mean computation was achieved by computing averages across the latitudes for each layer of elevation for a given slice in the direction of the longitude.

UV-CDAT is a multi-institutional project geared towards addressing the visualization needs of climate scientists around the world. Unlike the GCRM project which was targeted towards one specific group and file format, for UV-CDAT all of VisIt’s functionality needs to be exposed and embedded alongside several other visualization applications. The goal of UV-CDAT is to bring together all the visualization and analysis routines provided within several major visualization frameworks inside one application. This marks one of the first instances where several separate fully-featured visualization packages, including VisIt, ParaView, DV3D, and VisTrails all function as part of one unified application. Figure 4 shows an example of using VisIt plots, along with plots from several other packages, within UV-CDAT. The core UV-CDAT application utilizes PyQt [PyQt] as its central interface and Python as the intermediate bridge between the visualization applications. The infrastructure changes made to VisIt to support custom Python UIs via PySide also allowed us to easily interface with PyQt. Apart from creating PyQt wrappers for the project, we also made significant investments in working out how to effectively share resources created within Python using NumPy & VTK Python data objects.

**Python Filter Runtime**

The Python Client Interface allows users to assemble visualization pipelines using VisIt’s existing building blocks. While VisIt provides a wide range of filters, there are of course applications that require special purpose algorithms or need direct access to low-level mesh data structures. VisIt’s Database, Operator, and Plot primitives are extendable via a C++ plugin infrastructure. This infrastructure allows new instances of these building blocks to be developed against an installed version of VisIt, without access to VisIt’s full source tree. Whereas, creating new Expression and Query primitives in C++ currently requires VisIt’s full source tree. To provide more flexibility for custom work flows and special purpose algorithms, we extended our data flow network pipelines with a Python Filter Runtime. This extension provides two important benefits:

- Enables runtime prototyping/modification of filters.
- Reduces development time for special purpose/one-off filters.

To implement this runtime, each MPI process in VisIt’s compute engine embeds a Python interpreter. The interpreter coordinates with the rest of the pipeline using Python/C wrappers for existing pipeline control data structures. These data structures also allow requests for pipeline optimizations, for example a request to generate ghost zones. VisIt’s pipelines use VTK mesh data structures internally, allowing us to pass VTK objects zero-copy between C++ and the Python interpreter using Kitware’s existing VTK Python wrapper module. Python instances of VTK data arrays can also be wrapped zero-copy into ndarrays, opening up access to the wide range of algorithms available in NumPy and SciPy.

To create a custom filter, the user writes a Python script that implements a class that extends a base filter class for the desired VisIt building block. The base filter classes mirror VisIt’s existing C++ class hierarchy. The exact execution pattern varies according to the selected building block, however they loosely adhere to the following basic data-parallel execution pattern:

- Submit requests for pipeline constraints or optimizations.
- Initialize the filter before parallel execution.
- Process mesh data sets in parallel on all MPI tasks.
- Run a post-execute method for cleanup and/or summarization.

To support the implementation of distributed-memory algorithms, the Python Filter Runtime provides a simple Python MPI wrapper module, named mpi4py. This module includes support for collective and point-to-point messages. The interface provided by mpi4py is quite simple, and is not as optimized or extensive as other Python MPI interface modules, as such mpi4py [Mpi4Py]. We would like to eventually adopt mpi4py for communication, either directly or as a lower-level interface below the existing mpi4py API.

VisIt’s Expression and Query filters are the first constructs exposed by the Python Filter Runtime. These primitives were selected because they are not currently extensible via our C++ plugin infrastructure. Python Expressions and Queries can be invoked from VisIt’s GUI or the Python Client Interface. To introduce these filters, this paper will outline a simple Python Query example and discuss how a Python Expression was used to research a new OpenCL Expression Framework.

**Listing 5: Python Query filter that calculates the average of a cell centered scalar field.**

```python
class CellAverageQuery(SimplePythonQuery):
    def __init__(self):
        # basic initialization
        super(CellAverageQuery,self).__init__()
        self.name = "Cell Average Query"
        self.description = "Calculating scalar average."
    def pre_execute(self):
        # called just prior to main execution
        self.local_ncells = 0
        self.local_sum = 0.0
    def execute_chunk(self,ds_in,domain_id):
        # called per mesh chunk assigned to
        # the local MPI task.
        ncells = ds_in.GetNumberOfCells()
        if ncells == 0:
            return
        vname = self.input_var_names[0]
        varray = ds_in.GetCellData().GetArray(vname)
        self.local_ncells += ncells
        for i in range(ncells):
            self.local_sum += varray.GetTuple1(i)
    def post_execute(self):
        # called after all mesh chunks on all
        # processors have been processed.
        tot_ncells = mpi.com.sum(self.local_ncells)
        tot_sum = mpi.com.sum(self.local_sum)
        avg = tot_sum / float(tot_ncells)
        if mpi.com.rank() == 0:
            vname = self.input_var_names[0]
            msg = "Average value of %s = %s"
            msg = msg % (vname,str(avg))
            self.set_result_text(msg)
            self.set_result_value(avg)
```

# Tell the Python Filter Runtime which class to use # as the Query filter.
py_filter = CellAverageQuery

To implement this runtime, each MPI process in VisIt’s compute engine embeds a Python interpreter. The interpreter coordinates with the rest of the pipeline using Python/C wrappers for existing pipeline control data structures. These data structures also allow requests for pipeline optimizations, for example a request to generate ghost zones. VisIt’s pipelines use VTK mesh data structures internally, allowing us to pass VTK objects zero-copy between C++ and the Python interpreter using Kitware’s existing VTK Python wrapper module. Python instances of VTK data arrays can also be wrapped zero-copy into ndarrays, opening up access to the wide range of algorithms available in NumPy and SciPy.
pre_execute
Query from VisIt's Python Client Interface. In this example, the
provides example host code that can be used to invoke the Python
Listing 5 provides an example Python Query script, and Listing 6
execute_chunk
chunk assigned to the host MPI task.
initialization, the
the sum of all scalar values provided by the host MPI task. After
execute_chunk
execute_chunk
method on all MPI tasks, the
method is called. This
method uses MPI reductions to obtain the aggregate number of
cells and total scalar value sum. It then calculates the average
value and sets an output message and result value on the root MPI
process.

Using a Python Expression to host a new OpenCL Expression
Framework.
The HPC compute landscape is quickly evolving towards ac-
cCELERATORS and many-core CPUs. The complexity of porting ex-
isting codes to the new programming models supporting these
architectures is a looming concern. We have an active research
effort exploring OpenCL [OpenCL] for visualization and analysis
applications on GPU clusters.

One nice feature of OpenCL is the that it provides runtime
kernel compilation. This opens up the possibility of assembling
custom kernels that dynamically encapsulate multiple steps of a
visualization pipeline into a single GPU kernel. A subset of our
OpenCL research effort is focused on exploring this concept, with
the goal of creating a framework that uses OpenCL as a backend
for user defined expressions. This research is joint work with
Maysam Moussalem and Paul Navrátil at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center, and Ming Jiang at Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory.

For productivity reasons we chose Python to prototype this
framework. We dropped this framework into VisIt’s existing data
parallel infrastructure using a Python Expression. This allowed us
to test the viability of our framework on large data sets in a
distributed-memory parallel setting. Rapid development and
testing of this framework leveraged the following Python modules:

- PLY [PLY] was used to parse our expression language
grammar. PLY provides an easy to use Python lex/yacc
implementation that allowed us to implement a front-end
parser and integrate it with the Python modules used to
generate and execute OpenCL kernels.

- PyOpenCL [PyOpenCL] was used to interface with
OpenCL and launch GPU kernels. PyOpenCL provides a
wonderful interface to OpenCL that saved us an untold
amount of time over the OpenCL C-API. PyOpenCL also
uses ndarrays for data transfer between the CPU and GPU,
and this was a great fit because we can easily access our
data arrays as ndarrays using the VTK Python wrapper
module.

We are in the process of conducting performance studies and
writing a paper with the full details of the framework. For this
paper we provide a high-level execution overview and a few
performance highlights:

**Execution Overview:**
An input expression, defining a new mesh field, is parsed
by a PLY front-end and translated into a data flow network
specification. The data flow network specification is passed to
the Python data flow module that dynamically generates a single
OpenCL kernel for the operation. By dispatching a single kernel
that encapsulates several pipeline steps to the GPU, the framework
mitigates CPU-GPU I/O bottlenecks and boosts performance over
both existing CPU pipelines and a naive dispatch of several small
GPU kernels.

**Performance Highlights:**
- Demonstrated speed up of up to ~20x vs an equivalent
VisIt CPU expression, including transfer of data arrays to
and from the GPU.
- Demonstrated use in a distributed-memory parallel setting,
processing a 24 billion zone rectilinear mesh using 256
GPUs on 128 nodes of LLNL’s Edge cluster.

Python, PLY, PyOpenCL, and VisIt’s Python Expression capa-
bility allowed us to create and test this framework with a much
faster turn around time than would have been possible using
C/C++ APIs. Also, since the bulk of the processing was executed
on GPUs, we were able to demonstrate impressive speedups.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we have presented an overview of the various roles
that Python plays in VisIt’s software infrastructure and a few ex-
amples of visualization and analysis use cases enabled by Python
in VisIt. Python has long been an asset to VisIt as the foundation
of VisIt’s scripting language. We have recently extended our
infrastructure to enable custom application development and low-
level mesh processing algorithms in Python.

For future work, we are refactoring VisIt’s component infras-
tructure to better support unified process Python UI clients. We
also hope to provide more example scripts to help developers
bootstrap custom Python applications that embed VisIt. We plan
to extend our Python Filter Runtime to allow users to write
new Databases and Operators in Python. We would also like to
provide new base classes for Python Queries and Expressions that
encapsulate the VTK to ndarray wrapping process, allowing users
to write streamlined scripts using NumPy.

For more detailed info on VisIt and its Python interfaces, we
recommend: the VisIt Website [VisItWeb], the VisIt Users’ Wiki
[VisItWiki], VisIt’s user and developer mailing lists, and the VisIt
Python Client reference manual [VisItPyRef].
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